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REHAU windows
and doors
Windows. Reinvented for modern life.
www.rehau.uk/windows
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Engineering progress.
At REHAU we engineer progress and are dedicated to
enhancing the lives of our customers throughout the UK.
Together we redefine what’s possible every day as the
world’s leading company in polymer solutions and beyond.
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Enhancing lives.
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Welcome to REHAU windows
REHAU offer a range of stylish energy efficient window systems to compliment
your home, with a high-gloss finish, slim sightlines and the highest possible
thermal and acoustic performance.

Energy efficient windows
All REHAU window systems can achieve
a WER A rating - the highest energy
rating, making your home more efficient
and save money on your heating bills.

Acoustic performance
Double glazing is well known for its
ability to reduce outdoor noise levels
and new windows manufactured from
REHAU profile can help bring down the
noise levels in your home by as much
as a half.

Low maintenance
REHAU windows contain a unique
compound that guarantees a smooth,
high gloss finish meaning that your
new windows retain their pristine
appearance for years to come.

Quality and performance
REHAU window systems have been
tested in accordance with and meet the
highest requirements of BS7412 for the
standard of a manufactured window.

Enhanced security
REHAU windows and doors are tested
to the highest security standards giving
you an added level of security to your
home and family.

Weather performance
Independently tested REHAU windows
and doors achieve the highest BSI
ratings for wind, water and air
protecting your home from
the elements.
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As a manufacturer, we are conscious of the impact our actions have
on people and the environment. The use of recycled materials is
one of our strategic objectives. By making our own processes more
efficient and creating new opportunities for recycling, our aim is to
make it as easy as possible for everyone to make the choice of using
recycled products.
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Excellent sustainability

Recycled
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Style your home with
casement windows
Casement windows are the most popular style
of replacement window in the UK.
A popular choice
An extremely versatile window that offers both chamfered and sculptured options, and a range of
colours that will suit all styles of home ensuring you can make a real statement.
Featuring fixed panes, top opening fanlights and side opening lights, casement windows can be
combined to create an almost limitless range of styles.
With many additional features such as decorative glass, clip-on georgian bars and run-through
sash horns, casement windows can be tailored to your specific requirements. With so much
choice, you can be sure that your new windows will make your home complete.

Noise
reduction

Enhanced
security

Low
maintenance

Energy
efficient

Weather
performance

TOTAL 70 casement windows styles and shapes
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Rio flush fit windows
When it comes to design features and
sophisticated styling, the Rio flush fit
window is in a class of its own.

Attention to detail
Not only does the Rio flush fit
window authentically replicate
the features of a traditional timber
window, it also compliments more
modern homes perfectly with clean
lines and a minimalist appearance.

The windows have been specifically designed so that the
opening sash of your window sits flush with the outer
frame, giving a unique sleek and seamless appearance.
As with all REHAU windows, safety, security and
longevity of your windows is paramount. Your Rio flush
fit windows benefit from enhanced noise reduction,
energy efficiency and are easy to maintain, keeping your
windows looking good throughout their lifetime.

Noise
reduction

Enhanced
security

Low
maintenance

Rio flush fit window styles and shapes

Energy
efficient

Weather
performance
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An option for everyone
Create your own look with the option of three jointing methods to add that quality finish to your windows:

Fully-welded joint

Inside

Full mechanical joint

Outside

Inside

MechWeld joint

Choose
from 3
jointing
options
Inside

Outside

Outside
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Let in the light
with bay and bow
windows

Space
and light

Create a wonderful sense of
space and light with REHAU
bay & bow windows.

Strength and
performance

Bay and bow windows are an elegant and attractive external
feature in your home, whilst internally they create a wonderful
sense of space and light. Whether you frame a beautiful view or
simply flood your room with sunlight, a bay or bow window will
enhance your home.

Customise
your look

Bay and bow window
styles and shapes
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Contemporary,
versatile style with
tilt and turn windows
A functional alternative to
opening out windows creating
the look and feel of the continent.
Tilt and turn windows offer you simplicity and versatility in your
home – providing a choice of styles which have the option of the
window tilting inwards or being fully opened inwards.
This flexibility provides you with secure ventilation and ease of
cleaning from within your home. Tilt and turn windows are the ideal
solution where there is restricted space outside making outward
opening a hazard as well as providing an effective fire escape.

Secure
ventilation
and ease
of cleaning

Tilt & turn window styles and shapes

Tilt & Turn windows
Our tilt and turn
window system can
achieve an A rating,
the highest
possible window
energy rating.

Secure
ventilation

Easy
cleaning

Ideal for
restricted space

An effective
fire escape
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Vertical sliding windows
Experience the benefits of noise
reduction, low maintenance,
safety and security and energy
efficiency, with our REHAU
Heritage system achieving
an A window energy rating.
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Period style
with vertical
sliding windows
Designed to replicate
traditional timber box sash
windows, the REHAU Heritage
window system will provide you
with a traditional-looking sash
window combined with
the numerous benefits of
modern uPVC windows.
Added value and authenticity
Superbly engineered and of exceptional quality, sash windows
manufactured from the REHAU Heritage system will add real value,
authenticity and style to your home without sacrificing performance.
The REHAU Heritage system has been developed following extensive
consultation with conservation bodies and as a result, our sliding
sash windows are the most distinctive and authentic-looking uPVC
sash window available in the UK.

Attention to detail
Classic-style hardware and fittings and optional decorative horns
replicate the traditional timber sash window to create a stunning
finish. Further attention to detail in the form of a deep bottom rail
and optional georgian bars add to a simply superior modern
sash window.

Create a
stunning
finish

Vertical sliding
window style

Create an
authentic look

Optional
georgian bars

Optional
sash horns
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Create a bespoke
welcome with our
entrance doors
Our stunning range of doors
ensure that the entrance to your
home can make a real impact
and leave a lasting impression.

Entrance doors
With a vast array of design,
colour, decorative hardware and
glazing options available, the
entrance to your home can truly
be as individual as you are.

Offering a range of stylish options our door systems are built to last
and combine sturdy construction with a superb finish. Entrance
doors offer you choice and versatility; whether you are looking for a
glazed door, a uPVC panel door or a stable door they can all
accommodate the latest high performance handles, hinges and
locking mechanisms making your REHAU door safe and secure.
Available as open-in and open-out styles our modern door systems
are fully compatible with all REHAU window styles ensuring a high
quality, consistent finish throughout your whole home, and as with
all REHAU products are available in a range of finishes and colours.
The colour and glazing options you choose for your door will
transform the look of your home. The options are almost limitless.

Entrance door styles and shapes
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Beautiful composite doors:
the symbol of your home
Your door is the first thing you see when you
arrive home, its the start of your house,
your identity and is as individual as you.
Offering the look of a traditional wooden door but with all the benefits of a modern, highly
engineered solution. REHAU composite doors can provide your home with high levels of security
together with excellent thermal and noise reduction. This coupled with the fact that maintenance
is virtually eliminated, makes our composite door the perfect choice for your home.
Available as open-in and open-out styles our modern door systems are fully compatible with all
REHAU window styles ensuring a high quality, consistent finish throughout your whole home.

Composite door styles and shapes

The AGILA composite door
Durable, low maintenance with
excellent thermal properties.
The perfect choice to replace
your timber door.
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French doors add
a touch of class
A french door manufactured
from REHAU profile is a
charming addition to any home.
The REHAU french door offers all the benefits of a classic, modern
door including noise reduction, low maintenance, safety and security
and energy efficiency, and are available as open-in and open-out
styles with equal or non-equal split panes. The extensive opening
allows unrestricted access to your home as well as maximum
ventilation and practical entry into your garden or patio.
Additional features such as decorative glass and georgian bars,
REHAU french doors can be tailored to your specific requirements.

Open in /out
styles

Create an
authentic look

Optional
georgian bars

Noise
reduction

Colour your way
French doors don‘t have to be just
white. The colour of your doors can
be matched to the other windows
in your home, or styled to create a
real statement.

French door styles and shapes
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Perfect for modern living
AGILA sliding doors are perfect for modern living,
combining superior design and engineering to bring
outstanding versatility and create a feeling of openness
in any home.
REHAU sliding doors offer slim sightlines with maximum glass area, thereby adding light and
freedom. It is the perfect choice for conservatories, balconies, porches or extensions as well as
offering all the benefits of modern uPVC including noise reduction, low maintenance, safety,
security and energy efficiency.

Space
and light

3-star diamond
approved lock

Enhanced 12-point
locking mechanism

ERA security
lifetime guarantee
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Versatile
and good
looking

AGILA sliding door styles and shapes

AGILA sliding doors
REHAU sliding doors are available
in a wide range of options with a
choice of two, three or four panes.
The 3 star sold secure diamond
approved security lock cylinder
comes as standard with the option
of the enhanced 12 point locking
mechanism and the ERA total
security lifetime guarantee.
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Transform
your home
Open up your home with the
AGILA multi-fold door and bring
the outside in.
As a popular alternative to more traditional french doors and sliding
patio doors, multi-fold doors can create an open plan feel for any
type of building. The multi-facet panes fold back into a concertina
style, allowing a wide opening offering unrestricted access.
The REHAU multi-fold door is a sophisticated door system which
meets the demands of almost any property, enabling you to choose
the number of panes to suit your needs. Dependent upon the size of
the opening you can have up to a maximum number of 7 panes,
covering a span of almost 5.5 metres and with the option of the
master door being located on the right or left side, you have
complete flexibility.

AGILA multi-fold doors
An increasingly popular alternative
to more traditional french doors and
patio doors, the REHAU multi-fold
door system can offer so much
more - improving open plan living
and bringing a modern
contemporary feel to almost
any home.

Integrated low threshold track is completely reversible allowing for
doors to open in or out.

AGILA multi-fold door styles and shapes

Open plan
feel for
any type
of building

Up to 7
window panes

5.5 metre
span

Open plan
feel
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Style your home
Create a unique look with a wide range
of colours and finishes.
Creating the perfect colour scheme for your home doesn’t have to stop at the interior decoration – now you
can choose a colour scheme for the windows and doors in your property. Your new windows and doors will
not only be of the highest quality, delivering performance year after year, but you also have the option of
turning them into a real design feature. Our four colour collections offer a rich array of colours to meet the
aesthetic desires and the distinctive ideas of each and every homeowner.

The Contemporary Collection

Elephant
Grey

Smooth
Basalt Grey II

Slate Grey
(Grained)

Slate Grey
(Smooth)

Chartwell
Green

Pearl Grey

Golden Oak

Walnut

Anthracite Grey
(Grained)

Anthracite Grey
(Smooth)

Black
Brown

Dark Oak

Rosewood

Mahogany

Midnight
Black (Matt)

The Timeless Collection

Simply
White

Clotted
Cream

The Traditional Collection

Turner Oak

Irish Oak

The Statement Collection

Ruby Red

Racing
Green

Steel Blue

We have made every effort to show the colours as accurately as print processes will allow. However, we cannot guarantee an exact colour match to that of the
actual products, and the colours contained shown here should not be relied on as such. We recommend that you discuss colour samples with your local REHAU
installer or request a colour swatch at enquiries@rehau.com.
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Colour swatches

Colour foils
Our laminate foils are durable,
scratch resistant, can be easily
cleaned and offer high performance
and longevity in all types of weather
conditions. Woodgrain laminate
finishes are available from timeless
hues in clotted cream and
chartwell green to contemporary
expressions in different shades of
grey and statement colours like
ruby red.
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Design your own
windows and doors
REHAU can guide you through the options available for glass
and hardware, so you can choose the right option for you.
Glass
There are a number of considerations to think about
when you are choosing the right glass for your
windows and doors:

Energy Efficiency
All REHAU windows and doors can
achieve the highest standards of energy
efficiency, with our windows able to
reach a WER A rating. Your REHAU
Installer will be able to talk to you about
the best solution for your requirements.

Sound reduction
Double glazing is well known for its
ability to reduce outdoor noise levels
and new windows manufactured from
REHAU profile can help bring down the
noise levels in your home by as much
as a half.

Hardware
Choosing REHAU windows and doors will help
towards keeping your home safe and secure.
All REHAU windows and doors are compatible
with the latest high security locking mechanisms.
They can also be fitted with extra safety features if
required, such as window restrictors to prevent the
window from fully opening.
Your REHAU Installer is the expert to discuss the best
hardware option for your needs. They will be able to
show you the range of handle styles and colours to
ensure the perfect finish to your windows and doors.

Style
Dramatically change the look of
your property by adding those little
decorative touches. From georgian bars,
leaded light, bevelled or etched glass,
the options are endless.
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Styles and shapes
REHAU range at a glance
TOTAL70
Casement windows including
french windows
Comprehensive range of styles, (chamfered
and sculptured) and a variety
of colour options.

Bay & bow windows
Full range of compatible ancillary profiles
which provide most attractive means of
achieving the desired look.

Rio flush fit windows
Providing an attractive means of replicating
traditional timber casement windows.

Tilt & turn windows
A choice of styles which have the option of the
window tilting inwards or being fully
opened inwards.

Entrance doors
A wide range of stylish, functional residential
door options in both chamfered and sculptured
styles, enhanced by a wide range of colour options.

French doors
Available in a full range of colours and finishes
that will fit perfectly with the other windows
and doors in your home.
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Heritage & vertical sliding windows
Vertical & sliding windows
The most authentic replication of a traditional
vertically sliding window, with a choice of sash
options, run through sash horns, georgian bars
and traditional style furniture.

AGILA doors
Front composite entrance doors
A beautiful range of composite door panel
options that compliment the choice of
REHAU frame.

Sliding doors
Multi-pane configurations and large overall
sizes provide homeowners with greater choice.
Enhanced security and hardware guarantees
provide peace of mind.

Multi-fold doors
Practical, stylish and versatile. Offers
homeowners greater choice in enhancing
the home. A thermally efficient alternative
to aluminium.











Follow us
@REHAUwindows

Find us
REHAU.UK

Look for us
REHAU_UK

See us
REHAULtd

Connect to us
REHAU-UK-Ltd
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